
Rebecca Allen
254-314-7437 

rebelvideoprod@gmail.com
www.rebelvideoproduction.com

OBJECTIVE
I'm looking for work where I can use my past experience as team player and creative asset to the company.

EXPERIENCE 
Rebel Video Production           2 / 2007 - Present
Videographer / Editor
Rebel Video Production, founded by Rebecca Allen, is a video production company offering affordable video services
from businesses to events. Rebel Video Production offers high quality video services for web streaming, event coverage, as 
well as creative video services.  As editor I have many templates I've modified to choose from to have an effective marketing 
advertisement for small businesses.  I can add this to any streaming site as the client needs.  Many business owners need 
assistance linking their social media site and website to create continuity on the web for their business to be found and 
generate traffic.  Without doing much SEO work, I am able to do get the traffic and new customers through creating 
consistent text and information on all pages that are related to the business.

Feifer Worldwide Inc.              9 / 2014 -  5 / 2015
'His Secret Family' 
'16 and Missing'
'A Mother's Oredeal'
Production Assistant, Video Assistant, Production Designer
I handled several jobs on three feature films produced by Feifer Worldwide Entertainment.  My first position was as 
production assistant. I had many duties such as distribute paperwork from production to crew, aided in find crew housing, 
managed the craft service feeding crew, and assisted camera department with video assist.  I moved into Production 
Designer by the third film, which I was required to create a budget based on the script and work within the parameters of the 
film budget to provide props and set dressing for the film.  I also acted as Art Director, and Prop Master, as the budget was a 
low budget film.

Rebel Video Production         12 / 2009 - 12 / 2009
'Tranced the Experience'  Behind the Scenes
Videographer/ Editor 
This was a great experimental film shot on a stage with green screen to do CGI effects
throughout the film, while the main character hypnotizes the audience. My position was to
document the entire production with my HV20 in HD and edit a, "Making of Tranced the
Experience" documentary, to be added as extras on the DVD distribution.

Crossover Film Company        11 / 2008 - 11 / 2008
'Ghost Girls Paranormal'
Camera Operator / Editor
The reality show, "Ghost Girls Paranormal," was a spec project that I shot half the footage
with my HV20, and assisted with the Red HD camera. I edited a 45 min program on Final
Cut, which we posted an intro to our show online, resulting in getting attention from Radar
Pictures.

'Sutures' Feature Film            10 / 2008 - 10 / 2008
2nd Camera Assistant on Red - D.I.T.
On this production we were doing second unit production, I worked on the Red HD Camera
as 2nd Camera Assistant, and Digital Image Technician,digitizing the footage and logging it for the editor.



Warner Brothers Studios        3 / 1996 -  8 / 2000
Video Playback Engineer
For many years I worked as a Video Playback Operator on call. Playback Technologies
designs and rents various video equipment.  They would act as a job agent for me, placing me
on many film or television productions. I was responsible for hauling the equipment to the
set, rigging the set for video or computer playback, synchronizing the camera. Also, setting up the
correct color temperature on the monitor or television that was displayed for filming was my responsibility.
During this time I worked on many live television shows such as; Friends, Drew Carey Show, Suddenly Susan 
among other live shows on the lot.

Paramount Television             1997 – 1999
Belasarius Productions
J.A.G. 
Video Playback Technician
My duties were to provide quality video and computer graphics, to be played back on various
monitors on the set to be filmed. I also synchronized video with the camera, adjusted the
color temp on the monitors to the lighting on the set.

Playback Technologies            7 / 1996 -  8 / 2004
Video Playback Technician
For many years I work on call as playback operator,  playing back video important to the scene.  I was required to convert
the 30 frame video to 24 frame video, and synchronize the picture with the film cameras shooting the show.  I worked on 
many feature films such as;  White Oleander, Batman and Robin, Jack Frost, Adaptation, among many other television 
productions.   I was also a freelance video assistant, providing picture and recording of the image off the video tap of the film 
camera. The Director would be able to see what the shot potentially will look like before processing the film.

VFX Studios                            1994
Playback Coordinator
My duties at this effects studio where to breakdown a script to produce a detail budget of the equipment rental 
and labor cost of crew, for video and computer playback on various feature films and commercial.

Garber Green SFX                    6 / 1987
'Monkeyshines'
Effects Film Editor
The special effects company Garber Green hired me to splice the film effects we shot at their
facility into the production print on the George Romero film, "Monkeyshines."

Paramount Pictures                 1987
'Star Trek, The Next Generation'
Assistant Editor
My position was, assistant editor, on the show "Star Trek, The Next Generation". I was
working assisting editors, Tom Benko and William Hoy. I qualified to supervise the film to
tape transfer. Logging and loading the transferred material into our non-linear offline
editing system, Montage,were also part of my duties. Also, I assisted the editor with a finished
edit. Another duty was to mark in and out points where the special effect would go on the video. We would build an
edit decision list to take to the master on-line editor for cutting, the one inch master tape.

TRAINING              Montage Editing Systems, Adobe Creative Suites, Food Preparation, Customer Service

SPECIALTIES       Final Cut Pro Editor, Producer, Videographer, Red Camera Assistant, Adobe
                                   Premiere CC, After Effects CC, PhotoShop CC, Encore Cs6.
ASSOCIATIONS   Member of I.A.T.S.E. Local 695 1996 – 2004


